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Dear readers!
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In this newsletter, you can read an interview with Prof. Chu-ren Huang, Dean
of Faculty of Humanities at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. We talked
about his interests and research experience in applied Chinese language
studies.
This month’s EU insight focuses on the introduction of two new measures to
support innovative SMEs in Europe, and how the instruments can help bring
new ideas to the market. Furthermore, you will find an interesting compilation
of news and success stories from the European Research Area, as well as
updates regarding EU and its Member States’ collaboration with China,
such as the announced CAS-EU Partner Programme for CAS participants in
Horizon 2020. We would also like to draw your attention to the newly-launched
EU-CHINA ICT Helpdesk of the CHOICE Project.
As always, we include a list of new call announcements, grants, fellowships
and calls for proposals for PhD students, post-docs as well as senior
researchers.
At the end of the newsletter, have a look at the press review which comprises
some of this month’s most important developments on China’s S&T scene, as
covered by Chinese and international media.
Last but not least – don’t forget to fill out our short satisfaction survey.
Without your honest opinion, we won’t know how to improve!
With best regards,
Yours
EURAXESS Links China
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1 EU Insight - Fast-Tracking
Innovation in the EU
As one of the central objectives outlined by the European Union, innovation
plays a major role in assuring the Union’s continued growth and well-being. This
fact is underscored by its prominent inclusion in Horizon 2020, the current
framework programme for research and innovation in Europe (2014-2020), as
well as through the numerous actions and intiatives designed to ensure its
fostering and support. The recent introduction of two new measures aimed at
bolstering innovation—the Fast Track to Innovation (FTI) initiative and the
release of additional grants under the SME Instrument—demonstrate the depth
of this commitment.
Accelerating the Pace
On 9 January 2015, the European Commission, operating under the premise of
speeding up the time it takes to bring original and unique ideas to market,
launched its new Fast Track to Innovation (FTI) pilot initiative. European
Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation, Carlos Moedas outlined
the intiative as focused on “help[ing] highly innovative businesses in Europe
reach the finish line faster, [by] attracting more private investors to European
1,2
research and innovation...”. As a component of Horizon 2020, and while firmly
rooted in the Societal Challenges priority area of the framework programme, FTI
supports a broad spectrum of innovative actors (especially those stemming from
industry) to come together, regardless of topic, with the aim of bringing mature,
innovative concepts to market as quickly as possible. Scheduled to run over two
years (2015-2016), FTI is supported by a budget of EUR 200 million, with
continuation of the initative after this period contingent upon evaluation of initial
outcomes.

1

Ready, set, innovate: Commission steps up support to innovative companies [Press
release].
European
Commission,
(9
January
2015);
http://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/moedas/announcements/ready-set-innovatecommission-steps-support-innovative-companies_en
2

Building a new innovation fast track to bring ideas to market quicker [Press Release].
European
Commission,
(9
January
2015);
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=newsalert&year=2015&na=na-090115
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Similar to other Horizon 2020 initiatives, the pilot will be implemented via a
single, continuous open call with three cut-off dates occurring over the course of
3
the initiative. Projects eligible for funding must be “business driven” and those
comprised of “mature innovative concepts that have been tested in an
4
operational environment”, notably those concerning “systems validation in real
working conditions, testing, piloting, business model validation as well as
5
standard stetting and pre-normative research” are particularly welcome.
Along with the FTI initiative, innovation within the Union will be supported by an
6
additional EUR 117 million in new grants under the preexisting SME Instrument
7
programme. Just as with the FTI initiative, money offered through this
programme is specifically allocated for the operation of businesses, small and
medium-sized in nature to help “finance innovation activities…, the development
of their business plans or feasibility studies” associated with their projects. In
total, 275 SMEs, identified for their high growth potential have been selected to
8
benefit from this grant money following the end of the second phase.
Through the SME Instrument, the European Union wants to finance the most
innovative small companies with the potential for high growth. The Instrument
itself is worth approximately EUR 3 billion over seven years. Furthermore,
investment-ready concepts can benefit from business development advice and
other services.
Application for grants available under the SME Instrument programme is easy,
but only the very best projects will receive funding. Eligible topics are listed
under the Horizon 2020 Work Programme on ‘Innovation in SMEs’. SMEs
stemming from EU Member States or Associated Countries (ACs) are eligible to
apply. More than 1,300 projects are expected to be funded over two years,
beginning in 2014 and ending in 2015.

3

The three announced cut-off dates for proposal submissions are: 29 April 2015, 1
September 2015, and 1 December 2015.
4

Building a new innovation fast track to bring ideas to market quicker [Press Release].
European
Commission,
(9
January
2015);
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=newsalert&year=2015&na=na-090115
5

Ibid.

6

Comission supports innovative SMEs with €117 million in new grants [Press release].
European
Commission,
(9
January
2015);
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=newsalert&year=2015&na=na-090115-2
7

To date, the full amount of funding allocated to the SME Instrument launched under
Horizon 2020 is €3 billion. With the addition of the most recent grants, the total amount of
funding specifically destined for “innovative” companies is €125 million, a cumulative
total based on the first two stages of the programme.
8

The SME Instrument programme went into effect on 1 January 2014.
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2 Feature - Meet the researcher
Prof. Chu-ren HUANG, Dean of
Faculty of Humanities, Hong Kong
Polytechnic University
Prof. Chu-Ren Huang is Dean of Faculty of Humanities (FH) and Chair
Professor of Applied Chinese Language Studies at the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University. He received his PhD in linguistics from Cornell University in 1987
and has since played a central role in developing Chinese language resources
and in leading the fields of Chinese corpus and computational linguistics.
Prof. Huang has published on different aspects of Chinese linguistics and
computational linguistics. Among others, he has been involved in collaboration
with European partners through an FP7-project KYOTO (Knowledge Yielding
Ontologies for Transition-based Organization), and Erasmus Mundus. (Source:
PolyU)

Dear Professor Huang, what is your background? How did you become
interested in applied linguistics?
Professor Chu-ren Huang,
Dean of Faculty of
Humanities, Chair
Professor of Applied
Chinese Language Studies
at the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University.

I started as a major in physics when I entered National Taiwan University as an
undergraduate but had always been interested in both science and culture
(especially in Chinese literature). One of our freshman English classes
introduced linguistics as a discipline. I thought this would be a perfect discipline
for me to combine my interest in both science and culture. Hence I transferred
to major in English with the study of linguistics in mind. I pursued my PhD study
in linguistics later as planned.

What are your current research interests? What do you hope the impact of
your work will be?
The topic I am most interested in right now is the interface between concept and
language, with focus on how to simulate this relation computationally and verify
by neuro- or psycholinguistic experiments. For instance, I am interested in the
linguistic facts of synaesthesia right now (i.e. why can we say ‘sweet voice’
using taste to describe hearing but cannot ‘taste a shape’). This will have
implications both on effective communication, on the origin of metaphor and on
how human mind works. By the way, Chinese characters such as 美 and 闻 are
example of synaesthesia since the first one use vision (size) to describe taste,
while the second uses hearing (ear) to describe smelling.
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Where is applied linguistics as a field standing in mainland China and
Hong Kong? How does PolyU’s Faculty of Humanities contribute to it?

The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University
is
a
public
university located in Hung
Hom, Hong Kong. The history
of PolyU can be traced back to
1937; it assumed its current
name and status in 1994.
PolyU’s
Faculty
of
Humanities (FH) is ranked
among the top 30 in Asia. It is
a leading tertiary education
provider in Greater China and
Asia in the fields of applied
language
sciences,
intercultural
communication
and Chinese culture studies.
Gaining strength in areas such
as speech therapy, creative
culture industries and health
communication,
FH
is
emerging as a leader in
applied language sciences and
bilingual China studies in Asia
Pacific and the world. (Source:
PolyU.edu.hk/fh)

We are leaders in the world in terms of applied linguistics in the Chinese context
(as we should be). But note that applied linguistics can cover a whole range of
inter-disciplinary areas of linguistics, including but not limited to clinical
linguistics, computational linguistics, cognitive linguistics, neuro-linguistics, and
of course, educational linguistics. The unique characteristics of Chinese and the
need for our highly connected multicultural world opened many windows for
exciting research in applied linguistics. PolyU is a strong leader in applied
linguistics in the multilingual East-meets-West context. It has strong theoretical
foundation with clear focus of doing research relevant for the society. We are
also training many excellent future leaders in our field for Greater China.

You have participated in collaborative research projects in Taiwan, Hong
Kong, mainland China, in the US and Europe... How does international
collaboration and mobility matter to you as a researcher?
It is essential. A good scholar cannot be parochial and limited by a local
perspective. International collaboration allowed me to open my eyes to new
topics and new methodologies; but most of all, to new ways to tackle research
issues. Mobility is an integral part to international collaboration. Immerse in a
different cultural context and in a different academic environment itself is a
learning experience. It is part of the process for a researcher to become a
global citizen and a world-leading scholar.

How can mobility of researchers between Europe and Hong Kong be
further enhanced?
I would like to see more opportunities for collaborative projects (probably
including co-funding in Hong Kong of EU projects such as Horizon 2020, or
more bi-lateral research projects in addition to the current mobility grants).

What is your experience with European researchers and the European
Research Area in general? Is there anything special about doing research
in Europe?
The strength of researchers and research programmes in Europe is its
emphasis on collaboration and on broader involvements from multiple
states/labs. This is something China/Hong Kong does also do very well. I am
impressed by how easy it is for researchers from different countries and cultural
backgrounds to work together to produce ground-breaking research. If there is
any weakness [in Europe], it is the relative unfamiliarity with research issues
more specific to Asia and China.

What are your plans for the future?
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I am starting a couple of book series and journals in the general areas in the
Humanities and in computational/Chinese linguistics. I am also getting ready for
the publication of my reference grammar of Chinese (co-authored with Dingxu
Shi) and hope this will benefit all who are interested in learning or knowing more
Chinese.

Professor Huang, thank you for the discussion!

Doctor of Applied Language Sciences (DALS) programme at Hong Kong
Polytechnic University is now inviting applications (deadline 27 February
2015). Scholarships to outstanding students are available. Find more
information on page 24 or DALS website www.polyu.edu.hk/FH/DALS .

3 EURAXESS Links Activities
EURAXESS Links Satisfaction Survey 2014
Dear EURAXESS Links community members!
We would like to hear from you and find out how we can further improve our
services.
We would appreciate you taking the time to fill in our brief user survey, which is
designed to help us to better understand what you need. The survey should
take between 3-5 minutes to complete.
Thank you very much for your feedback!
EURAXESS Links
Link to survey: https://secure.pt-dlr.de/pt-survey/index.php?sid=79264&lang=en

4 News & Developments
4.1 EU & Multilateral Cooperation
Europe’s Framework Programmes – a key element of
research policy in Europe

Research has a long history in Europe, but the emergence of what is now the
European Union has created a novel concept of European research. Over
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recent decades, it has gradually acquired the sense of deliberate
collaboration between European countries linking first their research
activities, then their policies in this field.
This wasn’t always the case. In the 1950s, early EU research funding was
limited to a few industrial sectors: coal, steel and atomic energy. In the decades
that followed, separate research programmes were launched in energy,
environment and molecular biology.

Do you know the history of EU's
Framework Programmes?

When Étienne Davignon became the European Commissioner for Industrial
Affairs and Energy in 1981, he decided to rationalise these initiatives by putting
them together in a single coherent framework. From its debut in 1984, the
Framework Programme has expanded in scope and scale – matching the
evolution of the EU itself. Its legal basis was strengthened and its objectives
were refined and extended. In 1986, the Single European Act included for
the first time a specific chapter on research.
Read the whole article in Horizon Magazine

Framework Programmes have shown the vanity of borders
The Framework Programmes have given Europe a leading role in science,
showing that more things can be achieved by countries working together than
alone, according to Étienne Davignon, European Commissioner for Industrial
Affairs and Energy 1981-1985 and a former vice-president of the Commission,
who introduced the First Framework Programme in 1984.
- When you look back over the last three decades, what were the crucial turning
points in the development of the Framework Programmes?
Etienne Davignon, European
Commissioner for Industrial
Affairs and Energy 1981-1985
and Vice-President of the
Commission, played a key
role in setting up the
Framework Programmes.

‘The crucial points came in the early years. The first is the acceptance by the
scientific community of the utility of a European programme, and I think this is
important because if you don’t have the support of those who are active, then
you don’t have the legitimacy of your ambition. The second is overcoming the
reluctance of Member States to understand why European programmes are
useful for them.’
- When you look at Europe today, what part of it has been shaped by the
Framework Programmes?
‘The Framework Programmes are still a small percentage of the totality of
research funding which is being spent, so you can’t say that they have been a
fundamental shaping factor. But, on the other hand, they have clearly
demonstrated the vanity of national borders and, in that sense, they have not
shaped but simply confirmed that you can do things better together than alone,
and I think it was an important statement to re-make. It is also an element which
gives credibility to the fact that scientifically, Europe is strong. With globalisation
there is a lot of feeling that Europe is on the losing side. The Framework
Programmes have shown that a lot of important things can be done.’
Source: Horizon Magazine
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The researchers who crossed borders for science
In recent decades, researchers have travelled abroad in greater and greater
numbers, and it’s helped a generation of scientists learn from each other.
‘In terms of research it is quite important that you are exposed to different
ways of working, different people and different cultures, because in the end
research is highly collaborative and interdisciplinary,’ said Spanish
neuroscientist Dr Xoana Troncoso. ‘If you stay in the same place throughout
your career you are going to miss things that you didn’t even know
existed.’
Dr Xoana Troncoso has
worked in Spain, the UK and
the US in her field,
neuroscience. Image ©Marie
Curie Actions.

Dr Troncoso first travelled from Galicia in Spain to the UK to complete her PhD
studies, and then went to the United States where she held two postdoctoral
research positions. In 2012, she received a Marie Curie award to come back to
Europe to study how the human brain uses vision to interpret motion at France’s
national science centre CNRS. Her research forms part of the EU’s Future
Emerging Technologies project BrainScaleS.
The EU has been helping researchers like Dr Troncoso since the early days of
the Framework Programmes. Marie Sklodowska-Curie actions have been
designed to promote excellence in research by giving grants to scientists
who needed to move country to further their careers.
This programme allows researchers at any stage of their career –
irrespective of their age or nationality or field of work – to gain experience in
laboratories, universities, and non-academic settings provided that they are
internationally mobile.
Read more in Horizon Magazine

European Research Area Progress Report 2014
The conclusions of the European Research Area (ERA) Progress Report
2014 stress the remaining efforts to be made towards the completion of the
ERA, which remains a gradual process. The EU Council urges Member States
and research stakeholders to implement the necessary reforms to make the
ERA fully operational.
An ERA Roadmap at European level is due to be developed by mid-2015.
The document will outline a shared understanding of the ERA principles and
concrete measures to implement them. It will define a set of tools and best
practices in order to support Member States in implementing the ERA.
The Council also calls for the synchronisation of future ERA reforms with
other underlying changes in European research: its internationalisation
and the development of joint programming. Eurostars, one of the first and
most successful joint programmes, is a good example of how joint efforts
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between the EU and the governments can improve the coordination of national
research.
The Council encourages the strengthening of the internationalisation of
research activities outside of Europe, calling for a strategic redefinition of
internationalisation as ‘a specific priority of the ERA.’ Read the full report here
Source: EUREKA Network

EU Research Highlight: Printable cables could spell green
energy boost
Superconductors can provide a greener way to transport energy but are
expensive to make and maintain. An EU-funded project has developed a way to
'print' the superconducting tapes that form power cables, reducing costs and
opening the way to their wider use by industry. (EC’s Research & Innovation)
© dusk - fotolia 1

EU Research Highlight: Deep Cure
Over 99% of the microscopic inhabitants of the world's seas have still not been
scientifically studied, even though many of them might be useful to treat cancer
and other human diseases. In fact, there are so many unexplored species that it
is hard to even estimate how much we still do not know about them. So far,
researchers have isolated hundreds of new fungal strains, screened thousands
of extracts and sequenced three genomes, narrowing a selection of candidates
for future clinical studies. (EC’s Research & Innovation)

ERC at the Davos summit: Placing science in "the New Global
Context"
The European Research Council (ERC) is taking part in the World Economic
Forum in Davos this week to debate the importance of cutting-edge research in
an ever more competitive world. The new European Commissioner for
Research, Innovation and Science, Carlos Moedas, and ERC President Prof.
Jean-Pierre Bourguignon participated, along with eleven ERC-funded top
researchers. Amongst them are two Nobel laureates: Prof. Sir Konstantin
Novoselov who spoke about materials of future technologies and Prof. Sir
Christopher Pissarides who shared insights into lowering unemployment in
Europe. The theme of this year's Davos summit is "The New Global Context."
You can watch an ERC Press Conference titled “Keeping Europe on the map
in an ever more competitive world” on the World Economic Forum website.
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China ICT Helpdesk Services Available - Ask an Expert!
Do you need support or guidance in the development of joint research projects,
particularly under the EU Research and Innovation funding programme Horizon2020?
Don't
hesitate
to
use
the
CHOICE
Helpdesk
services: http://euchina-ict.eu/ask-an-expert/ .
Through the Helpdesk services, experts will provide you with all the information
and advice you need regarding EU-China collaboration in ICT. In addition, the
consortium has collected Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) received from
stakeholders in topics regarding EU-China collaboration in ICT R&D as well as
important issues such as Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) - you can access
them at http://euchina-ict.eu/faqs/

Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) launches CAS-EU
Partner Programme to match Horizon 2020
The Chinese Academy of Sciences has announced the launch of a special
CAS-EU Partner Programme with the aim to strengthen the strategic S&T
cooperation between the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the EU in the
frame of the EU's Research and Innovation Framework Programme Horizon
2020.
CAS institutes and other CAS entities that are part of an already successfully
approved Horizon 2020 project can apply to obtain financial support for their
work in the Horizon 2020 project.
The deadline for applying to the Partner Programme is 2 March 2015.
Information can be found at the CAS website (in Chinese).

4.2 EU Member States*, China & Bilateral Cooperation

France - "Digital France" comes to Beijing
As part of the fiftieth anniversary of diplomatic ties, France and China organised
the Digital and Creative Forum in Beijing on 22 and 23 January 2015. This is
the first event for industry players of the creative digital world held in China by
France. This forum is designed to help French companies wishing to set up
internationally to build lasting relationships with Chinese actors; not only to get a
foot in the Chinese market but also relying on Franco-Chinese partnerships to
break into the global market. In this context, some thirty French companies,
start-ups, SMEs but also large groups are invited to submit their applications in
Beijing and innovations in hardware and software to companies and Chinese
investors.

*

Including countries associated with Horizon 2020.
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French SMEs and start-ups are little known in China as these sectors are
dominated by the United States. They are an important target of the forum but
will be accompanied by large French leaders in digital development. A return
forum for Chinese companies will be held in Paris in November 2015. (La
France in Chine)

France - 11th edition of L'Oréal UNESCO "Women in Science"
Prize in China

On 16 January, the award ceremony Unesco L’Oréal "Women in Science" in
China was held in Beijing. Ten Chinese female scientists working in the field of
exact sciences were awarded. In partnership with UNESCO, the programme
provides support to women scientists from all continents at different times in
their careers. The objective was to reward researchers from mainland China.
The regional version of "The China Young Women in Science Fellowships" was
established in 2004, and is organized jointly by the ACWF, the China
Association for Science and Technology (CAST), the Chinese National
Commission for UNESCO and L 'Oréal China.
Each year, 10 Chinese distinguished female scientists under 45 who have
made great discoveries or have contributed significantly to their field of research
are awarded. Each winner receives 100,000 RMB. A world leader in cosmetics
and beauty products, the French group L'Oreal focuses its activity on the areas
of skin care, hair, makeup and perfumes. In China, its R &D department's
mission is to develop innovations for the local market. (La France in Chine)

Switzerland - Joint Establishment of a swissnex-TusPark
Platform for Sino-Swiss Startup Entrepreneurs
TusPark is located at the core area of Zhongguancun Science Park in Beijing,
where there are a great number of reputable institutions of higher learning and
academies. Swissnex and TusPark signed the Memorandum of Understanding
to set up the collaboration platform at TusPark incubator and provide softlanding services for start-up entrepreneurs.
TusPark will serve as a bridge for Swiss and Chinese tech people
(entrepreneurs and academics) who are interested in business matchmaking.
On the other hand, swissnex will introduce Swiss visiting innovation guests to
TusPark and provide contacts and information given TusPark wishes to carry
out more international network. – (Swissnex)
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Netherlands - Dutch Expert receives prestigious Chinese
science award
On 9 January 2015, Dr Niek Rengers (1939) received the 2014 International
Science and Technology Cooperation Award from President Xi Jinping and
Premier Li Keqiang during an impressive ceremony in the Great Hall of the
People in Beijing. Dr Rengers is one of the first Dutch scientists to receive this
prestigious award. The award acknowledges the importance of his work on the
study and prevention of geological disasters in China.
The International Scientific and Technological Cooperation Award is the
highest prize for foreign individuals or organizations in the field of science and
technology and honours the significant contributions Dr Rengers has made to
China’s social and economic development. Dr Niek Rengers is an expert of
engineering geology, geo-disaster risk assessment and management, and a
retired associate professor of the ITC (University of Twente) and Delft University
of Technology. He started the research collaboration with Chinese scientists
from Chengdu University of Technology in 2006. He made an important
contribution to the study and prevention of geological disasters in China, such
as the Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan. (Dutch Embassy in China)

Sweden - Five Chinese entrepreneurs awarded by WWF
WWF rewarded five outstanding Chinese low-carbon enterprises for their
innovative environmental technologies on Friday, 23 January. The award, which
is part of the Climate Solver Program, was launched by WWF Sweden and was
later introduced in China in 2011. (Sweden Abroad)

The UK - UK’s GREAT Festival of Creativity programme
announced
In a drive to demonstrate that Britain is a world leader in commercial creativity,
the GREAT Festival of Creativity will land in Shanghai in March. The best of
British talent and expertise will inspire, stimulate and fascinate a high-level
business audience from the UK, China and beyond. A unique partnership
between the British Government and major private sector organisations, the
Festival is part of the GREAT Britain campaign which promotes the UK as a
world-class destination for trade, tourism, investment and education to generate
jobs and growth. (Gov.uk)

The UK - UK-China scientists deepen understanding of
climate change risks
With support from the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office, an expert
workshop on application of best practice in risk assessment to climate science
was held in Beijing. Some of the world’s leading scientists and experts attended
the workshop to discuss the risks of climate change and how these can be
reduced. The climate risks workshop was held in Beijing on 19 and 20 January.
The academic exchange in Beijing follows a similar meeting in Harvard
University, and will be followed by events in India and the UK. (Gov.uk)
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The UK - UK and China launch clean coal workshops
The workshops were held in Jinan and Shijiazhuang, capital cities of two of
China’s major coal consuming provinces, to help cut emissions from coal-fired
power plants and industrial boilers, a major contributor to air pollution choking
the regions.
With financial support from the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office via its
Strategic Programme Fund for China, the International Energy Agency (IEA)
Clean Coal Centre is working with Tsinghua University, the Electric Power
Planning and Engineering Institute and local foreign affairs offices. Two
workshops in Jinan and Shijiazhuang on 13 January and 15 January
respectively provided technical advice to local policy makers and industrial
stakeholders (Gov.uk)

5 Grants & Fellowships
5.1 Calls announcements for international researchers

Austria - New international PostDoc Fellowship Programme
WasserCluster Lunz is committed to providing innovative research on structure
and function of freshwater ecosystems, and to safeguarding the sustainable use
of their resources. WCL invites excellent young scientists to apply for the new
international PostDoc Fellowship Program. The duration of the fellowship is two
years. The application deadline is February 9th 2015. Info on www.wcl.ac.at/

Austria - Doctoral Programme in Accounting and Taxation
(DART)
The Doctoral programme in Accounting, Reporting, and Taxation DART is a
PhD level education programme proposed by Graz University and Vienna
University, Austria. It offers a stimulating learning and research environment
plus financial support to outstanding students from around the world. Applicants
must have a record of academic excellence, a master degree in a relevant field
as well as proof of English proficiency (TOEFL or IELTS degree). Find
applications details online. Deadline: 31 March 2015
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Czech Republic - Scholarships for Academic Year 2015/2016
Scholarships are awarded to foreign nationals – students or PhD candidates –
who wish to pursue a study or research stays and visits. All research fields
welcome.
Scholarships are designed for university/college students or graduates and PhD
candidates (exceptionally also for university researchers/teachers) who wish to
accomplish a study or research stay at one of the Czech public institutions of
higher education. Its length usually ranges from 2 to 10 months.
You can find more information as well as a list of eligible countries (including
China) under this link. Deadline is set by relevant agreements with eligible
countries, usually 31 March.

Czech Republic - Summer Schools of Slavonic Studies
The Summer Schools of Slavonic Studies offering Czech language courses are
organised by several public universities in the Czech Republic. The courses are
held during the summer months (July – September), their length ranges from 2
to 4 weeks depending on the course content determined by each Summer
School and are designed for foreign students, teachers, translators
and interpreters and other experts active in the field of Czech/Slavonic studies.
A limited number of scholarships for participation in the Summer
School courses to applicants from certain countries (lincluding China) is
available. For detailed information materials and/or the application forms please
visit the dedicated website.

Denmark - DFF (Danish Council for Independent Research)
Call for Proposals
The Danish Council for Independent Research (DFF) supports independent
research based on the researchers’ own ideas, within and across all the main
fields of science. It supports specific and time-limited research activities aiming
to strengthen and develop the internationalisation of Danish research. It
therefore welcomes applications that involve international activities. DFF calls
for proposals in various programmes, including mobility grants (MOBILEX),
funding schemes (Sapere Aude and Research Project), fellowships (Individual
Postdoctoral), etc. Most of these programmes are open to application from
Danish as well as from foreign researchers. Next deadlines: 27-29 April 2015 further information here and here (DFF website)

Estonia - Government Scholarships
The Estonian government offers a number of scholarships intended for
university students, researchers or lecturers for studying and doing
research at Estonian public universities and institutions. Most scholarships are
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for the master’s and doctoral degrees. Most universities in Estonia propose
scholarships for international degree programmes, which may be combined with
other international scholarships. More information on the scholarships are
available on StudyinEstonia portal; the list of international programmes is here.

EU - RISE (Research and Innovation Staff Exchange)
The Research and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE) is a scheme under the
Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions. It aims at promoting international and intersector collaboration through research and innovation staff exchanges. It also
encourages knowledge sharing and bringing ideas from research to market.
This call for proposals has an available budget of €80 million and is open until
28 April 2015.
RISE involves organisations from the academic and non-academic sectors (in
particular SMEs), based both within and without Europe. Support is provided for
the development of partnerships in the form of joint research and innovation
activities between the participants.
Activities are expected to build new - or enhance existing - networks of
international and inter-sectoral cooperation. They should significantly strengthen
the interaction between organisations in the academic and non-academic
sectors, as well as between Europe and third countries. They are also expected
to better align different cultures and expectations with a view to ensuring a more
effective contribution of research and innovation to Europe's knowledge-based
economy and society. Find the details of the call on Horizon2020's Participant
Portal. You can also download the Call Documents.

EU - The European Respiratory Society (ERS) Fellowships
The ERS coordinates the RESPIRE 2 Fellowships, established to enable
promising researchers in carrying out advanced research projects (24 months).
The Fellowships are open to all nationalities, but need to be undertaken in a
European country within a certified RESPIRE 2 Host Centre. This programme
targets experienced investigators, clinicians & respiratory professionals
with a PhD or at least 4 years’ full-time research experience. Deadline: 31
July 2015. Further information on this link.

EU - COST
COST is an intergovernmental framework for European Cooperation in Science
and Technology, supporting the coordination of nationally-funded research. It
aims at reducing the fragmentation in European research investments and
opening the European Research Area (ERA) to cooperation worldwide. It
anticipates and complements the activities of the EU Framework Programmes.
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COST Actions are a flexible, fast, effective and efficient networking
instrument for researchers to cooperate and coordinate nationally funded
research activities. COST Actions allow European researchers to jointly develop
their own ideas in any science and technology field. Open call is open in spring,
http://www.cost.eu/participate/open_call.
Participation in COST actions is open to International Partner Countries, among
which is China, on the basis of ascertained mutual benefit.

EU - The European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO)
EMBO Long-Term Fellowships are awarded for a period of up to two years
and support postdoctoral research visits to laboratories throughout Europe.
International exchange is a key feature in the application process. Short-Term
Fellowships fund research visits of up to three months to laboratories in
Europe. The aim is to facilitate valuable collaborations with research groups
applying techniques that are unavailable in the applicant's home laboratory.
Deadlines: 13 February 2015 (Long-Term), rolling basis (Short-Term)
Further information here

France - LE STUDIUM® Research Residency
Loire Valley Insitute for Advanced Studies finances several programmes to
welcome foreign researchers in the "Region Centre" for a one-year residency.
Meanwhile, in order to get the full benefit of these recruitments, LE STUDIUM®
leads a scientific animation that allows cross-disciplinary exchanges and the
creation of lasting relationships with international research teams.
One of the programmes is open to foreign researchers who would like to
propose a research project and come in the region Centre of France to lead this
research
project
in
a
high
level
host
laboratory.
A new call - "LE STUDIUM® RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP External Application" has been launched in November and will close on the 16th February. Please
consult the website for more information.

Global - HFSP Frontier Research Grants
The Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP) supports novel, innovative and
interdisciplinary basic research focused on the complex mechanisms of
living organism. A clear emphasis is placed on novel international
collaborations that bring biologists together with scientists from other fields to
focus on problems at the frontier of the life sciences. Guidelines for 2016
Program Grants and Young Investigator Grants applications are now available.
Successful projects may receive up to USD 450,000 (EUR 350,000) per year.
The Principal Applicant representing the international team must be located in
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one of the member countries, but participants can be located in any country.
Application deadline: 19 March 2015

Germany - Humboldt Research Fellowships
The Humboldt foundation promotes academic cooperation between excellent
scientists and scholars from abroad and from Germany. It funds research
fellowships for excellent young and experienced researchers of any nationality
and any discipline to come for long stays in Germany.
The Fellowships for Postdoctoral Researchers are for researchers with no
more than 4 years of experience after their PhD who wish to perform a research
stay in Germany for a period of 6 to 24 months.
The Fellowships for Experienced Researchers are for researchers with
between 5 and 12 years of experience after their PhD who wish to have a
research stay in Germany for a period of 6 to 18 months. Applications are
reviewed on a rolling basis. Further information here (Postdoctoral) and here
(Experienced Researchers).

Germany - Bremen International Graduate School of Social
Sciences PhD Programme
Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences (BIGSSS) invites
applications to its PhD programme. Successful applicants for the Ph.D.
fellowships will pursue a topic in one of BIGSSS' three thematic fields: global
governance and regional integration, welfare state, inequality and quality of life
and changing lives in changing socio-cultural contexts. The program will
commence on September 1, 2015. Application deadline: 15 February, 2015
Read more: Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences.

Germany - Fellowships at International Max Planck Research
School (IMPRS) in Cologne, Germany
The Max-Planck-Institute for Plant Breeding Research, the University of
Cologne and the Heinrich Heine-University Dusseldorf invite applications for
three-year doctoral fellowships in the International Max Planck Research
School (IMPRS) in Cologne, Germany.
The IMPRS is intended for highly motivated students, and provides a strong
training in plant molecular sciences. The training includes regular seminars,
yearly retreats, supervision by a thesis committee, and soft skill and practical
courses on modern laboratory techniques.
The program is taught in English and open to students from all countries holding
a master’s or equivalent degree. Details are available on EURAXESS Jobs.
Deadline: 11 February 2015
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Ireland - SFI’s Research Professorship Programme
The purpose of the Research Professorship Programme is to recruit global
research talent to Ireland to build the national research base. The ambitions of
the appointed SFI Research Professor will be consistent with the strategic plans
of the host research body.
Submission of proposals will be by invitation only following an expression of
interest phase during which SFI will work closely with the research body.
Funding of up to EUR 5 million (does not cover the professor’s salary) will be
provided to each successful applicant for a five-year programme of work.
Applications accepted on a rolling basis. Access details on SFI’s website.

Israel - Dan David Prize and Scholarships
The Dan David Prize awards scholarships to registered doctoral and
postdoctoral researchers doing research in selected fields. For the year 2015,
the selected fields are: historians and their sources (humanities),
information revolution (ICTs) and bioinformatics. The Dan David Prize
laureates annually donate twenty scholarships of USD 15,000 (EUR 12,000)
each to outstanding doctoral and postdoctoral students (ten scholarships to
students at universities throughout the world and ten scholarships at Tel Aviv
University). The Dan David Prize and scholarships are granted according to
merit solely. Deadline: 10 March 2015

Moldova - Temporary return of representatives of the
Moldovan Scientific Diaspora
This programme is open to researchers originated from Moldova who are
currently working abroad in any field of basic and applied sciences and have
work experience there for a period of minimum 3 years. The short-term trip of 7
– 11 days can be conducted in order to perform research activities at one of
R&D institutions or universities of Moldova, planned during November 1, 2014 –
March 31, 2015. Applications to this program must be submitted at least four
weeks prior to the intended date of travel. More details available online.

Norway - RCN’s Personal Visiting Researcher Grant
The Research Council of Norway (RCN) funds this grant, the objective of which
is to help strengthen Norwegian research groups by offering visiting foreign
researchers (postdoctorate level or higher) the opportunity to perform
research in Norway. The grant may cover stays for visiting researchers from
one to 12 months. The applicant must be from a Norwegian research
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institution. Find more details online. Next deadlines: 11 February, 15 April
2015.

Spain - 20 Andalucía Talent Hub Fellowships (co-funded by
the EU)
The Andalucía Talent Hub Fellowship Programme offers two-year fixed term
contracts in Andalucía. The programme includes outgoing and incoming
mobility schemes. Incoming mobility fellowships allow experienced
researchers (4-10 years of full-time research experience, post-docs), nonresidents of Spain, to carry out their research for 24 months based in their
selected research institution associated to a Campus of International Excellence
in Andalucía, acting as host institution and contracting entity. Details can be
found on EURAXESS Jobs.

Sweden Fellowship

VINNOVA:

VINNMER

Marie

Curie

Incoming

The purpose of this call funded by VINNOVA is to support experienced
researcher careers through mobility and international collaborations. VINNMER
Marie Curie Incoming Fellowships fund the incoming mobility of experienced
researchers in possession of a doctorate or at least four years’ full-time
equivalent research experience.
The researcher should be from outside of Sweden at the time of the application
and spend at least 67 % of the project duration in Sweden. The grant is
intended to fund half the salary of the researcher (project leader) for the
duration of the project (one to three years). It also covers additional relevant
and justifiable costs relating to mobility. Further information can be found here.
Next deadline: 17 March 2015

The UK - PhD Scholarships in –Nottingham University
The University of Nottingham offers 50 full tuition fee scholarships for
international students who wish to pursue a PhD or MPhil research programme
at the University. The deadline is 6 March 2015. Click here for more details.

The UK - The British Academy’s International Partnership and
Mobility Scheme
The scheme aims to support the development of partnerships between the
UK and other areas of the world in the field of humanities and social
sciences.
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The scheme is open to three-year and one-year awards for research
partnerships between scholars in the UK and scholars in Africa, Latin America
and the Caribbean, the Middle East, Eurasia, South Asia, East and South-East
Asia. The main purpose of the funding (maximum EUR 12,500 per year) is to
cover travel and maintenance costs for the creation of new networks. Applicants
must be of postdoctoral or equivalent status. Research must be in the field of
the humanities or social sciences. Deadline: 11 February 2015. Find further
information online.
UK-Taiwan One-Year Partnerships: Under the umbrella of the International
Partnership and Mobility Scheme, one-year partnerships between UK
scholars and scholars in Taiwan will be co-funded by the British Academy and
the Taiwan Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST).

Hong Kong - PhD Programme in Hong Kong PolyU at Applied
Linguistics
The first in Hong Kong and Asia, Doctor of Applied Language Sciences (DALS)
programme is a professional doctorate programme offered by the Faculty of
Humanities of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. It is now inviting
applications - deadline 27 February 2015. DALS combines not only theoretical
components, but also advanced studies and research in areas of professional
significance and relevance in the following strands:
1) Second Language Education;
2) Intercultural and Professional Communication;
3) Translating and Interpreting; and
4) Language and Information Technology.
Scholarships to outstanding students are available. Details are available online.

China - NSFC Fellowship for International Young Scientists
National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) Research Fellowship for
International Young Scientists is oriented to encouraging excellent
international young scientists to conduct basic research in the field of
natural sciences in mainland China, so as to promote the research
collaboration and academic exchanges between Chinese and international
young scientists.It opens to all International Young Scientists who employed by
an institution in mainland China and whose contract covers project period from
2015 on.
The Research Fellowship provides research grants only, and the host
institutions are obligated to cover all living expenses, insurance costs and other
necessary living and working facilities for the grantees during the
implementation of the research projects. The host institutions shall be registered
institutions at NSFC.
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The duration of the funded project is either 12 months or 24 months. It starts
from 1st January 2016. NSFC provides 200,000 RMB per project (12 months)
and 400,000RMB per project (24 months) respectively. NSFC adopts an
English application system for the fellowship and the proposal submitted
could also be in English.
NSFC system starts to take application on 2 March. The deadline is 20 March
20, 2015. Fellowship holders are allowed to extend its research project to be
funded 1 or 2 more years. Information is available online (in Chinese on NSFC
Portal)

5.2 Calls still open
Calls first announced in previous editions of the newsletter

Austria - Marietta Blau Grant
The next application deadline is 2 February, 2015.
Access the call on the OEAD website.

Austria - Ernst Mach Grant
Grant for studying up to 9 months in Austria
The next application deadline is 1 March, 2015.
Find out more on the grant.at website.

Austria - Franz Werfel Grant
Grant for young university teachers of German language and Austrian literature.
The next application deadline is 1 March, 2015.
Find out more on the grant.at website.

Austria - Richard Plaschka Fellowship
Grant for visiting researchers in one of the following fields: Humanities and
Theology, Historical Sciences, Linguistics and Literature Sciences.
The next application deadline is 1 March, 2015.
Find out more on the grant.at website.

EU - Scholarships available under ERASMUS Mundus
Lotus+: Application deadline is 1 March 2015
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EU - ERC Consolidator Grant
The grant amounts to €2.0M with the possibility of an additional €0.75M for a
period of 5 years. The call will close on 12 March, 2015. Learn more on the
ERC website and access the call on the Horizon 2020 Participant Portal.

FiDiPro Finland Distuinguished Professor Programme 2015 (First phase)
Tekes FiDiPro call for proposals 2015: the first phase FiDiPro project
proposals
should
be
at
Tekes
on
26th
February
2015.
www.tekes.fi/en/fidipro/apply/

Finland - Finnish Government Scholarship
The Finnish Government Scholarship Pool programme is open to young
doctoral level students from all academic fields. The deadline is February
2015. Read more information on the dedicated website here.

France - Cai Yuan Pei
The Cai Yuanpei programme aims at fostering the exchanges of PhD students
and their supervisors and related post-docs between France and China.
The application deadline is 20 February, 2015.
Find out more on the Campus France website.

France - EFEO Field Scholarships
The École française d’Extrême-Orient awards scholarships to research students
tenable for periods of research in an EFEO or ECAF (European Consortium for
Asian Field Study) Centre in Asia. The deadline is 31 March 2015. More info
here.

Germany - DAAD: Reintegration of German scientists
Individuals may apply for travel grants for job interviews and scientific presentations in Germany to enable their possible return, or for monthly scholarships.
More information here.

Germany - Humboldt International Climate Protection Fellowships
Applications may be submitted from now until 15 March 2015. View the call
online.
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Germany - Humboldt Research Fellowship for Post-doctoral Researchers
A Humboldt Research Fellowship for postdoctoral researchers is open on a
rolling basis. Visit the website for more information.

Ireland - Government of Ireland Postgraduate Scholarship Scheme 2015
Scheme to pursue a postgraduate degree in any discipline in Ireland. Deadline
for applicants is 11th February 2015. The Guide for applicants is available
online with all necessary documentation.

The Netherlands - NWO VISITORS TRAVEL GRANT
The call is now open, information here.

Luxembourg - AFR PhD Grants
Click here for more. The deadline for the submission of proposals will be 17
March 2015.

Romania - PhD Scholarships for International Students
Deadline is 15 March 2015; all information can be found online.

UK - Climate Science for Service Partnership (CSSP), Calls for
Expressions of Interest Year 2
Deadline to submit your expression of interest is 27 February, 2015. Find out
more on the Met Office website.

China - CAS President’s International Fellowship Initiative, Category D:
CAS-TWAS PIFI for International PhD Students
The deadline for submitting all material and applications is 31 March, 2015.
Information on CAS website dedicated to PIFI.

China - Chinese Government Scholarship - EU Programme
Applicants should apply to the Office for Education and Culture, Mission of P. R.
China to the European Union from January to 30 April 2015. Detailed
information on how to proceed with application can be found here.

China - Beijing Municipal Scholarship
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Deadline is at the end of February, info online.

China - Shanghai Government Scholarships
HEIs will start accepting applications in January. Non-Chinese nationals from
all research fields are eligible. You can view the application guide here.

***

Other useful websites for EU fellowships and funding:
- Find A Postdoc
- Find scholarships in Europe
- Find PhDs in Europe
- Austrian Database for Scholarships and Research Grants
- Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science Funding Guide
- Estonian Research Portal
- France PhD portal
- DAAD’s Research in Germany Portal
- DAAD Research Fellowships and Grants Portal

5.3 Open calls under Horizon 2020 and Euratom
Access all open calls on the Horizon 2020 Participant Portal.

Excellent Science programme
8 open calls including:
European Research Council frontier research grants:
ERC Starting Grant – Deadline 4 February 2015
ERC Consolidator Grant – Deadline 12 March 2015
ERC Proof of Concept Grant – Deadline 1 October 2015 (cut-off dates 5 Feb.
and 28 May 2015)
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions: RISE (Research and Innovation Staff
Exchange) e aims at promoting international and inter-sector collaboration. The
deadline is the 28 April 2015.

Industrial Leadership
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20 open calls, including the following one particularly encouraging collaboration
with China (however, it should be kept in mind that ALL calls are open to
Chinese participation!):
COMPET-06-2015: International Cooperation in space science – Deadline 8
April 2015

Societal Challenges
35 open calls including the following ones particularly encouraging collaboration
with China (however, it should be kept in mind that ALL calls are open to
Chinese participation!):
SFS-13-2015: Biological contamination of crops and the food chain – Deadline
24 February 2015
WASTE-7-2015: Ensuring sustainable use of agricultural waste, co-products
and by-products – Deadline 21 April 2015
MG-5.5a-2015: Demonstrating and testing innovative solutions for cleaner and
better urban transport and mobility – Deadline 23 April 2015
MG-1.8-2015: International cooperation in aeronautics – Deadline 23 April
2015
LCE-18-2015: Supporting Joint Actions on demonstration and validation of
innovative energy solutions – Deadline 5 May 2015
INT-11-2015: European cultural and science diplomacy: exploiting the potential
of culture and science in the EU’s external relations – Deadline 28 May 2015

6 Jobs
Access thousands of jobs and fellowships announcements in Europe and
worldwide on the EURAXESS Jobs portal! Opportunities can be viewed by
country, level of seniority, field or research or via free text searches. Please
note that these jobs also include doctoral fellowships. You can also advertise for
jobs and fellowships at your organisation, free of charge, on the EURAXESS
Links China.
Other EU Research Career Sites:
- Career.edu
- Academic Jobs EU:
- Euro Science Jobs
- European Job Mobility Portal:
- Careers with the European Union: European Personnel Selection Office
- Careers with the European Union (EPSO), non-permanent positions
- EuroBrussels- European Southern Observatory (ESO) recruitment portal
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- CERN job portal
- Joint Research Centre external staff recruitment portal

Jobs Portals in Member States and Associated Countries:
- CEA PhD and Postdoctorate offers portal
- Belgian Federal Portal for Research and Innovation
- Cyprus’ Research Promotion Foundation Database
- CNRS external examination portal
- Max Planck Society’s job portal
- Helmoltz Association’s job portal
- Irish Research Council Funding Portal:
- Italian National Research Council vacancies
- BBSRC vacancies (UK):
- Science and Technology Facilities Council vacancies (UK)

6.1 Jobs in Europe and China

Belgium - 25 Post-doctoral fellowships in any field at the
University of Liege
Fellowships are awarded to foreign nationals annually. Research costs are
financed according to needs, with a maximum of EUR 15,000 per year. Monthly
income is about 2,100 €/month net according to Belgian social law, incl. social
security, insurances and family allowance. Those applying for the grant must
meet the conditions for the allocation of a "foreign post-doctoral grant" in
Belgium. Deadline: 13 February 2015. Find out more details on EURAXESS
Jobs.

Czech Republic - ELI Beamlines, Institute of Physics, Czech
Academy of Sciences
If you want to participate in the largest research project in the history of the
Czech Republic, try to find your chance in the following offer of employment.
ELI Beamlines is interested in personnel of various professions and
specializations. ELI Beamlines has a number of job openings for junior
researchers, post-docs, engineers as well as designers and technical support
staff. More information about the project can be found on http://www.elibeams.eu/jobs/ or EURAXESS Jobs.
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Germany - Postdoctoral Positions at the "Cells-in-Motion"
Cluster of Excellence, Muenster
The Cells-in-Motion Cluster of Excellence (CiM) is offering Postdoctoral
Fellowships in any research area represented in CiM for the development and
implementation of individual research projects. Research projects should be
developed together with the host laboratory; see www.cells-in-motion.com for
research areas and associated principal investigators. Excellent researchers
with max. 2 years of postdoctoral experience, who provide the CiM-cluster with
new expertise, models and/or techniques and possess a capacity for teamwork,
can submit their application by 31 March 2015. You can find more on
EURAXESS Jobs.

Germany - 20 Incoming Postdoc Fellowships at FU Berlin
The FU Berlin is offering postdoc fellowships in a number of areas, covering
social sciences, life sciences and natural sciences. Starting in November 2015,
each research fellowship will be awarded for 18 months. Applicants have to
submit a project plan based around the research fields/ key topics of the
participating Excellence Projects or Focus Areas. The list includes Center for
Area Studies, Berlin Mathematical Schoolr, Graduate School of East Asian
Studies and others. Full list with deadlines is available here.

Netherlands - 15 doctoral research positions in European
research-training network MetaRNA (Biological sciences)
MetaRNA is a European research-training network, in which young researcher
will do their PhD, and thereby will be excellently prepared for the future.
PhD students in the network work at the interface between RNA biology and
metabolism. The amount per each fellowship is EUR 37,320 per year, duration
max. 36 months. All nationalities are eligible. All details are accessible via
EURAXESS Jobs.

Portugal - Open Positions Offered by COPELABS research
center
The COPELABS center is looking for Junior researchers, Researchers and
Visiting Students. The candidate will have COPELABS support to explore a
vibrant environment while developing synergies in fields related to pervasive
wireless systems and social Internet design. The visiting positions are for 1 to 3
months. Each postion encompasses a publication award of 1500 EUR and
COPELABS support to apply to a PhD scholarship from the Portuguese
Science Foundation. Details online.
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China - Joint Faculty Positions at Tsinghua Center for Life
Sciences
The Center for Quantitative Biology (CQB) and Peking-Tsinghua Center for Life
Sciences (CLS) at Peking University jointly open for applications for faculty
positions at all ranks. Creative individuals in all areas of quantitative biology,
with emphases on (but not limited to): (1) Systems biology; (2) Synthetic biology;
(3) Computational biology/Bioinformatics; (4) Disease mechanism and drug
design from system biology perspective; (5) Development of quantitative
methods and technology. Find details on EURAXESS Jobs.

China - Academic Positions of Assistant Professor or above
at the University of Macau
With the beautiful new campus (20 times larger than the old one) becoming fully
operational, the launch of Asia’s largest residential college system, the
establishment of new faculties, and the increasing numbers of students and
faculty members recruited from around the world, the University of Macau
possesses great potential and provides exciting new possibilities for growth and
development. Applications are therefore invited from those with excellent
academic achievements in the following disciplines: Business and
Management, Education, Law, Liberal Arts and Humanities, Social
Sciences Mathematics, Sciences and Engineering, Health Sciences,
Chinese Medicines. Find details on EURAXESS Jobs.

7 Events
7.1 EURAXESS Links China recommends
SPI China Executive Tour 2015: 19 – 25 April 2015
Organised by SPI, the China Executive Tour 2015 will take place in Beijing
and Tianjin between 19 and 25 April 2015:






Beijing International Technology Transfer Congress 2015 (ITTC 2015).
B2B matchmaking, parallel sessions by sector, networking and partnering
meetings.
Face to face meetings with selected Chinese Innovation leaders and key
stakeholders.
Access to leading science parks, incubators & technology transfer
organizations.
Culture insights & social programme

More information, programme and registration can be found online on EU-China
ICT Project website.
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7.2 Upcoming scientific events in Europe and in China
Field

Date

Location

Title (click for more details)

S&T Policy

16-20 February

Vienna, Austria

High Level Seminar on Research and
Innovation Policy

Digital Innovation

17 March

Brussels,
Belgium

The Role of Patents: Innovation in a
European Digital Single Market

ICT

26 March

London, the UK

The future for Open Access and the
move towards Open Data

11-12 April

Vienna, Austria

Conference on Complex Networks and
Climate Variability

Nanotechnologies

10-12 June

Riga, Latvia

EuroNanoForum 2015 Conference

Food Safety

14-16 October

Milan, Italy

Shaping the Future of Food Safety,
Together

Pharmacology

16-19
2015

Shanghai

Pharmaceutical Compliance

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 Conference on Advances in
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
(CABMB 2015)

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 International Conference on
Advances in Biophysics (ICAB 2015)

Microbiology

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 Microbiology and Immunology
Conference (MIC 2015)

Plant biology

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

The 2
2015)

Reproductive Endocrinology

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015
Conference
on
Tissue
Engineering and Regenerative Medicine
(CTERM 2015)

Suzhou

2015 Conference on Advances in
Prevention and Treatment of Cancer
(CAPTC 2015)

Environment
Change

–

Climate

Chemistry

Biological Physics

Cancer research

March,

18-20 March 2015

nd

Conference on Botany (CB

Medicine

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015
Conference
on
Medicine
and
Clinical
(CLMCR 2015)

Laboratory
Research

Pathology and Pathobiology

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 International Conference
Pathology (ICP 2015)

on
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Medicine

Occupational Medicine

18-20 March 2015

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 Conference on Advances in
Evidence-Based Medicine (CAEBM
2015)

Suzhou

2015 Conference on Occupational
Medicine and Endemiology (COME
2015)
th

Computer science

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

The 4 International Conference on
Signal and Image Processing (CSIP
2015)

Engineering

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 Conference on Radio Science and
Antenna Technology (RSAT 2015)

Physics

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 International Conference on
Microwave and Terahertz Technology
(ICMTT 2015)

Computer science

18-20 March 2015

Suzhou

2015 Conference on New Advances in
Optical Communications and Networks
(NAOCN 2015)

Higher Education

23-26 March 2015

Beijing

APAIE Conference (Swissnex, Peking
University): New Paradigm of Engaging
Asia Pacific Universities for Exchange
and Cooperation in a Global Context:
Challenges,
Opportunities
and
Solutions

Oncology

10-12 April, 2015

Shanghai

Asian Oncology Summit 2015

Earth and Envt. sciences

10-12 April, 2015

Beijing

2015 Conference on Environmental
Pollution and Public Health (EPPH
2015)

Electrical/Electronic
engineering

12-14 April, 2015

Beijing

The 7th Asia-Pacific Power and Energy
Engineering Conference (APPEEC
2015)

Engineering

14-16 April, 2015

Beijing

2015 Spring World Congress on
Engineering and Technology (SCET
2015)

Computer science

16-18 April, 2015

Shenzhen

The Third International Conference on
Digital Enterprise and Information
Systems (DEIS2015)

Engineering

22-24 April, 2015

Chengdu

The
3rd
Asia
Symposium
on
Engineering and Information (ASEAI)

Biological Engineering

22-24 April, 2015

Chengdu

The 3rd International Symposium on
Biological Engineering and Natural
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Sciences
Education

22-24 April, 2015

Chengdu

The International Conference
Education, Psychology and Society

on

Cancer research

4-8 May, 2015

Suzhou

Precision Cancer Biology and Medicine

Computer science

24-26 May, 2015

Beijing

2015 Conference on New Advances in
Big Data (NABD 2015)

Computer science

24-26 May, 2015

Beijing

2015 Conference on Internet of Things
and Smart City (IoTSC 2015)

8 Press Review
Policy & Papers
Academies shift focus to younger scholars
China's top science and engineering bodies aim to select younger
academicians and cut administrative interference among scholars in 2015. The
Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Engineering began
to select new academicians on Jan 1, the first elections since the academician
regulation reforms. (Source: ECNS.cn via China Daily)

Famous science projects face axe in funding overhaul
The science projects that gave birth to some of China's greatest technological
achievements in recent years, such as manned space flight, high-performance
computing, and deep ocean robots, will be scrapped as the country strives to
overhaul its high-tech development system. Among the to-be-abolished science
projects are Program 863, an initiative endorsed by the then-top leader Deng
Xiaoping in March 1986 to boost China's high-tech development, and Program
973, a keystone basic research program approved in June 1997. That could be
partly due to the abuse of research fund commonly seen in academic institutes.
(Source: China Daily)



EURAXESS Links China cannot authorise the reproduction of news items taken from
other publications, nor is it responsible for the authenticity of the selected content.
Anyone wishing to reproduce articles is advised to contact the originating source of the
relevant news item.
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China to streamline administration of scientific programs
New reforms on managing China's science and technology programs aimed at
creating streamlined administration and encouraging innovation have been
outlined by the central government. In the outline, 47 programs have been listed
as the first group to be streamlined through cancellation, merger, transference
and standardization. Concrete budget plans will be submitted in March this year,
Zhao Lu, head of the educational, scientific and cultural division of the Ministry
of Finance (MOF), said Thursday [15 Jan].(Source: Xinhua)

China issues action plan to fully implement national IPR
strategy
China has issued an action plan on further implementation of the country’s
intellectual property rights (IPR) strategy on Jan 4. The plan, released by the
State Council General Office, highlighted the goals and measures for IPR
generation, use, protection and management from 2014 to 2020. China issued
an outline of the national IPR strategy in 2008, planning to increase selfdirected IPR, improve protection and the country’s IPR awareness over five
years. It also set goals for 2020. (English.gov.cn)

Favorable visa policy to draw talent
China will expand the favorable visa policies of its 1,000 Talent Plan to dozens
of other programs nationwide to attract leading professionals to work in the
country. This move is expected to ease one of the top concerns of foreign talent
in China.
"In the past, we have had a very strict policy and high standards in terms of ‘exit
and entry', and the number of overseas talents in China is not that large," an
official from the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security who wished a
remain anonymous told People's Daily. "However, the 1,000 Talent Plan is a
convenient channel. Now this channel is also open to experts from 55 programs.
This will help to forge a diversified talent recruitment network." (China Daily)

Voices & opinions
Confucius institute: The hard side of China's soft power

Since 2004, Hanban has been providing foreign universities with generous cash
grants to set up language and cultural centres called Confucius Institutes.
Confucius Institutes have now been established on 465 university campuses in
123 countries. But as the numbers have grown, so too has the concern of
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Western academics who believe the project presents a serious threat to
freedom of thought and speech in education.
Ms Xu heads Hanban, a Chinese government-controlled agency that, on the
face of it, would appear to be uncontentious. It is tasked with promoting the
learning of the Chinese language overseas. BBC has released a 10-minute,
edited version of an interview with Ms Xu, listen to it here. (BBC)

Tighter controls on Chinese universities will stifle innovation,
scholars warn
A central directive to increase ideological indoctrination at universities is
intended to tighten control over freethinkers, but runs counter to the
government's desire to encourage academic innovation, scholars say. (SCMP)

Thematic Activities
Health
Chinese Scientists Discover New Ways to Reduce H7N9 Symptoms
Chinese scientists have used a targeted antibody to significantly reduce H7N9
symptoms in monkeys. The study, published in British medical journal "Clinical
Infectious Diseases," demonstrates patients infected with H7N9 virus often end
up dead after severe pneumonia and systemic inflammation caused by acute
lung infection (ALI). African green monkeys were inoculated with the H7N9 virus
and treated intravenously with an antibody. The treatment markedly reduced
ALI and systemic inflammation, according to the study. The results show
promising progress on helping treat the virus in humans. (CAS)

China approves new vaccine against poliomyelitis
China's drug watchdog has licensed a new vaccine against the poliomyelitis,
the Ministry of Science and Technology announced. The vaccine (S-IPV) is
manufactured by the Institute of Medical Biology of the Chinese Academy of
Medical Sciences, located in Kunming, southwest China's Yunnan province.
It was welcomed by the World Health Organization (WHO). "The new vaccine
will be an important weapon in the fight against polio as the world nears the
eradication of the deadly disease," said Dr. Bernhard Schwartlander, WHO
Representative in China. Poliomyelitis is a highly contagious disease caused by
the poliovirus, which invades the nervous system and can cause lifelong
paralysis, or even death. (Global Times)

Human Tests Start on Collagen Complex to Repair Spinal Cord Injury
Chinese scientists and doctors began a landmark clinical trial in which they use
a collagen complex and stem cells to repair damaged human spinal cord.
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Six patients have signed up for the trial and the first surgery was completed on
Friday [16 January], said a statement from the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS) on Saturday [17 January]. The research was led by Dai Jianwu, a
research fellow with the Institute of Genetics and Development Biology of CAS.
Friday's surgery went smoothly and the patient is in a good condition, Dai said.
The collagen complex acts as a bridge for nerves to reconnect and
mesenchymal stem cells help tissue recovery, Dai said. The trial is the first in
China and probably the first across the world. (CAS)

***

Food, agriculture & fisheries, biotechnology

KIZ Research Group Develops Online Database for Dog and Wolf
Genomes
An old adage holds that friends should share, so it is of little surprise that man’s
best friend—domesticated dogs—share many of the same diseases as humans.
Recent studies in dog genomics have helped scientists explore many of the
genetic mechanisms underlying shared diseases between canines and humans,
including cancer and neurological disorders.
A great deal of genomic research has focused on exploring genetic markers
called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). Zhang Yaping’s research group
at the Kunming Institute of Zoology (KIZ) of Chinese Academy of Sciences has
recently proposed an online platform to facilitate the retrieval of SNP information
that will help integrate information from SNP-related genes, transcripts, and
proteins. As a first step, Zhang’s team has uploaded newly sequenced data
from over fifty dogs and several wolves to this new platform. The database is
freely available online at: http://dogsd.big.ac.cn

Scientists reveal first genetic map of Tibetan barley on PNAS
Scientists from a genomics organization in south China's Shenzhen City have
published the draft genome of Tibetan highland barley in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), the organization said on Tuesday [13
January]. The achievement will help cultivate better strains of Tibet's staple food
and increase yield, according to the BGI Tech Solutions in Shenzhen. The
research assembled 3.89 billion of the estimated total of 4.5 billion base pairs of
the chemicals that make up DNA in the barley genome, and included 39,197
protein coding genes, said BGI. (Global Times)

***
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Information & communication technologies

China's 4G technology has seized the initiative in the globalmarket
Xi Guohua, chairman of China Mobile, appealed for government involvement in
the global promotion and marketing of China's 4G technologies, to match the
government's support ofhigh-speed rail and nuclear power. "It is inevitable that
China's 4G technology will go global, marking China's transition from the world
factory to the world market - from 'Made in China' to 'Created in China'," says
Hu Shuguang, associate professor at Renmin University of China. (People’s
Daily)

Apple agrees to accept China's internet security checks

China's top internet security watchdog says Apple has agreed to allow
security checks by the Cyberspace Administration of China, becoming the
first foreign firm to agree to the watchdog's rules. China has overtaken the
US as the largest market for iPhones. Several US tech giants, including
Google and Facebook, have been approached by the watchdog to comply
with China's cyberspace checks.These firms have had to leave the
Chinese market because of their refusals to comply. (CRI)

***

Nanosciences, nanotechnologies, materials & new production
technologies

3D printed houses seen in China's Suzhou
A villa built by 3D printing technology is seen in the Suzhou industrial park of
east China's Jiangsu Province, January 18, 2015. By using the technology, the
stand-along villa and a six-story full-sized bulding have been printed out here
recently. The walls of these houses were created by giant 3D printers which
adding successive layers of material to form the shape. And the material is
made from construction wastes. (Global Times)
***

Environment (including climate change, conservation and
biology)
China On The Move: Impact On Urban Heat
The movement of people out of Harbin City for Chinese New Year causes the
temperature t o drop by an average of 0.65°C, research shows. Scientists have
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found that the annual urban-rural migration for Chinese New Year (CNY)
celebrations in China can cause a drop in city temperatures. Their results have
been published in the journal Atmospheric and Oceanic Science Letters.
The urban heat island (UHI) phenomenon describes higher temperatures
experienced in dense urban centers compared to rural areas caused by
increased human activities. During the CNY holiday, many Chinese people
leave big cities for family reunions, making the mass movement during the
Chinese New Year the largest annual human migration in the world. (Asian
Scientist Magazine)

Rescue center questioned after viral outbreak killed two rare bears
A sign reading "Park is closed, No visitors allowed" was erected on the road
leading to a wildlife protection center in Louguan township in Northwest China's
Shaanxi Province. The Shaanxi Wild Animal Conservation Research Center
was closed to tourists following an outbreak of canine distemper virus (CDV) in
late December, which killed two of its pandas and left a third one seriously ill,
thepaper.cn reported.
Nearly 30 top Chinese medical experts went to treat the sick pandas, including
two that were infected with CDV, and four others that were suspected of being
infected. While experts are trying to figure out how the infectious disease
spread, media outlets have speculated about whether the pandas were raised
and protected properly in the center, and whether the center should have been
open to public at all. (Global Times)

Epiphytic Bryophytes Important
Geographical Scale in Yunnan

to

Conserving

Biodiversity

on

Bryophytes are one of the earliest and most diversified groups of land plant.
According to literature, Yunnan province harbors an estimated 70% (1500 spp.)
of the Chinese bryophyte flora. However, few studies have been conducted to
understand the species composition and distribution patterns of epiphytic
bryophytes along altitudinal gradients in Yunnan Province. Prof. LIU Wenyao
and his team of Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden (XTBG) of Chinese
Academy of Sciences determined that almost all of the epiphytic bryophyte
species (99%) were considered locally rare. Conserving these forests and the
bryoflora is very important. The regional pattern of lower epiphytic bryophyte
diversity in warmer, drier areas reveals how emerging climate change threatens
Yunnan's epiphytic bryophytes. (CAS)

Monkeys Can Learn to See Themselves in the Mirror
Unlike humans and great apes, rhesus monkeys don't realize when they look in
a mirror that it is their own face looking back at them. But, according to a report
in the Cell Press journal Current Biology, that doesn't mean they can't learn.
What's more, once rhesus monkeys in the study developed mirror self-
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recognition, they continued to use mirrors spontaneously to explore parts of
their bodies they normally don't see.
The discovery in monkeys sheds light on the neural basis of self-awareness in
humans and other animals. "Our findings suggest that the monkey brain has
the basic 'hardware' [for mirror self-recognition], but they need appropriate
training to acquire the 'software' to achieve self-recognition," says Neng Gong of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences. (CAS)

Hunting Increases Bird Extirpation in Fragmented Landscapes of
Xishuangbanna
Both forest fragmentation and hunting are known as drivers of regional
extinction of vertebrate species. However, many studies only address the
effects of forest fragmentation on species extirpations, but the understanding of
their independent effects is poor.
Xishuangbanna is a species-rich region where tropical forests are hunted and
have been recently fragmented by expanding monoculture rubber plantations
The study revealed that extirpation rates of forest birds were around 1.3 to 1.6
times higher than expected due to forest fragmentation only. Similarly, for forest
frugivores that are preferred by hunters, extirpation rates were around 1.7 to 2.1
times higher than expected. (CAS)

China's Next Top Model: KIZ Launches New "Tree Shrew Database"
As part of the Kunming Institute of Zoology (KIZ) of Chinese Academy of
Science’s goal of developing novel animal models of human diseases, research
groups at the Institute have spent a great deal of time studying the Chinese tree
shrew. Using tree shrews models in place of traditional primate models has
become increasingly popular, largely due to the tree shrew’s cheaper cost,
smaller size, faster reproduction and high brain-to-body mass ratio.
To date, the tree shrew model has been used in groundbreaking research on
hepatitis, myopia, aging, and depression. However, efforts to make the tree
shrew a more viable alternative to primates in experimental and translational
research have been hindered by a lack of basic knowledge about the tree shrew
genome. Last year, researchers at KIZ published the first high-quality tree
shrew reference genome in Nature Communications. This year, YAO
Yonggang’s team at KIZ has gone one step further by launching the world’s first
Tree Shrew Database to provide access to the most current tree shrew
data. The database can be accessed at www.treeshrewdb.org. (CAS)

Chinese Blister Beetle Named After Marco Polo
The newly identified Hycleus marcipoli beetle has been named in honor of the
Chinese-Italian collaboration that discovered it. The phaleratus group to which
the new species Hycleus marcipoli belongs, is part of the Meloidae family
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commonly known as the blister beetle family. The representatives of this group
get their unpleasant name from their defensive mechanism which includes
secretion of a blistering agent.
The name of the new species was inspired by the Chinese-Italian collaboration
during this research. Marco Polo (1254-1324), was a Venetian explorer who,
during a long period of residence in China in the late XIII century (1271-1284),
established the first well documented relationships between the Chinese and
European worlds and opened western culture to the wide and rich Chinese
heritage. (Asian Scientist)

Xinjiang’s Diverse Seed Beetles
Researchers have discovered 19 different species of seed beetle in Xinjiang,
China, including four that were not previously associated with the region. An
international team of scientists has looked into the diminutive world of seed
beetles in Xinjiang, China to reveal a diversity of 19 species, four of which are
new records for the area. The study was published in the open access journal
ZooKeys. Seed beetles from the subfamily Bruchinae are small bugs that live in
the seeds of plants. They feed on grain legumes and seeds of leguminous trees
and shrub. Asian Scientist Magazine

China to Build Smog-dispersing Labs around Beijing
National-level weather modification laboratories will be built in areas around
Beijing, according to a plan released by the National Development and Reform
Commission, China's top economic body, and the China Meteorological
Administration.
These national-level laboratories would also provide technological support in
creating artificial rain to help battle China's smog problem.
By 2020, the country would have developed sophisticated weather modification
systems capable of increasing artificial rainfall and snowfall, with added water of
more than 60 billion cubic meters annually. (CAS via ECNS)

***

Energy
President Xi confident of China's nuclear power future
President Xi Jinping pledged that China will sharpen the competitive edge of its
nuclear industry, which has seen healthy growth over the past six decades.
The country will adhere to peaceful and safe use of nuclear power, said Xi in
written comments marking the 60th anniversary of the beginning of China's
nuclear projects. Nuclear industry is "an important foundation for national
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security", Xi said.(Global Times)

China takes over lead from Europe in 2013 photovoltaic installations
A booming photovoltaic market in Asia has propelled China to a global leader in
photovoltaic energy installations in 2013, according to EU Joint Research
Centre (JRC) report. The EU has retained its domination in cumulative installed
capacity – its total of 80.7 GW represents a 57 % share of the world’s 140 GW
of solar photovoltaic electricity generation capacity at the end of 2013. However,
this is down from a 70% share in 2012, reflecting Europe’s stagnating market.
(JRC)

***

Transport (including aeronautics)
Transfers Worsen China’s Water Stress
New research published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences paints a grim picture for the future of China's water supply. The study,
led by researchers from the Beijing Forestry University, compiles for the first
time a full inventory of physical water transfers and 'virtual' water redistribution
via trade between China's provinces. The study determined that water stress is
only partially mitigated by China's current two-pronged approach: physical water
transfers to water-depleted regions, including the major South-North water
transfer projects, or the 'virtual' water embodied in traded products between
regions and countries. (Asian Scientist Magazine)

Bullet trains a relief for Hebei commuters
Launch of three bullet trains on Jan 12 will bring relief to about 300,000
travelers who spend hours commuting from Beijing to Yanjiao, Hebei province.
The start of operations is seen as one more step toward regional integration
between Beijing and its surrounding provincial areas. (China Daily)

Jet closer to market-entry clearance
Domestic aircraft is first assessed for airworthiness by local authority. (…)
Airworthiness is a measure of an aircraft's suitability for safe flight, and receiving
certification means the ARJ21 meets the authority's safety requirements for a
passenger aircraft. The certification is also seen as a green light for the aircraft
to enter the market. (Source: China Daily)

Ambitious course set for airliner market
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China aims to take one-third of the global market for turboprop airliners with the
MA-700, a cutting-edge aircraft currently under development, according to the
aircraft's chief designer. (China Daily)

China's first 3,000-meter-deep ship hits water
China's first multifunctional offshore engineering ship that can operate 3,000
th
meters under the water was put into operation on Sunday (28 December), a
major progress of China to proceed into the deepwater. (Source: China Daily)

***

Socioeconomic sciences & the humanities, archaeology &
paleontology

Tonal languages arose in humid climates
For many, the hardest part of learning to speak Chinese is mastering its
complex tonal variations. Now, new research suggests a surprising explanation
for how those tones arose: a humid climate. By examining the correlation
between humidity and the role of tone in more than 3700 languages, scientists
found that tonal languages are remarkably rare in arid regions like Central
Europe, whereas languages with complex tone pitches are prevalent in
relatively humid regions such as the tropics, subtropical Asia, and Central Africa.
Humidity keeps the voice box moist and elastic, allowing it to produce correct
and complex tones, the scientists explain. (ScienceNews)

Technology in the sociological scene – Review the “Joseph Needham
Problem” through sugar
China used to be a superpower in sugar production, with sugar being a bulk
export commodity along with silk and tea.Until the late 17th century, sugar
production technology in China was on the same page as the West. But why did
the “Sweet Capitalism” revolution not happen in China? Why was China stuck
with the “Joseph Needham Problem”—the inability to generate modern
technologies—after a long period of technological advancement? Why did the
“Sweet Capitalism” revolution not happen in China? Why was China stuck with
the “Joseph Needham Problem”—the inability to generate modern
technologies—after a long period of technological advancement? Are there
possibly new explanations, aside from the high-level equilibrium trap of Mark
Elvin and the involution development of Philip C. C. Huang? (Source: SJTU
Paris Tech Review)
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China discovers earliest musical instruments
A cluster of musical instrument, believed the earliest in China, has been
discovered in central China's Hubei Province. Archaeologists found a broken Se
(a twenty-five-stringed plucked instrument similar to the guzheng) and the frame
of a Bianzhong set (bronze chimes) in tombs which could date back to more
than 2,700 years ago. Zhang Xiang of the Hubei provincial institute of cultural
relics and archaeological research, said the tombs were built in the late Western
Zhou Dynasty (1046 B.C.-771 B.C.) or the Spring and Autumn Period (771
B.C.- 476 B.C). They had been robbed and had collapsed. (Global Times)

Short-Necked Dinosaur Discovered In China
A new species of short-necked marine reptile from the Triassic period has been
discovered in China, according to a study published in PLOS ONE by Chen
Xiao-hong from the Wuhan Center of China Geological Survey and colleagues.
Hupehsuchia is a group of mysterious Triassic marine reptiles which have, so
far, only been found in two counties in Hubei Province, China.
The group is known by its modestly long neck, with nine to ten cervical
vertebrae, but the authors of this study recently discovered a new species of
Hupehsuchia that may show for the first time a species with a short neck (six
cervical vertebrae), which they named Eohupehsuchus brevicollis. The left
forelimb of this specimen is incomplete, ending with broken digits. Scientists
suspect the breakage occurred pre-burial, possibly the result of a predator
attack. (Asian Scientist)

Middle Triassic Fossils Reveal How Flying Fish Started to Glide
Modern flying fish are remarkable for leaping from the water to glide in the air
using long, winglike fins, presumably to escape aquatic predators. This
extraordinary gliding strategy, unlike those in terrestrial gliders, is energetically
very expensive and has otherwise been hypothesized to occur only in a single
stem group of the Neopterygii, the Thoracopteridae from the Late Triassic of
Austria and Italy and Middle Triassic of South China.
The evolutionary origin of the overwater gliding strategy was poorly known in
the thoracopterids, since there is little in the way of missing-link fossils to
illuminate how these fish evolved flight. New findings by Institute of Vertebrate
Paleontology and Paleoanthropology of Chinese Academy of Sciences (IVPP), and
Zhejiang Museum of Natural History in Hangzhou, China, yield major insights on the
evolution of flight in thoracopterids. (CAS)

Large Cutting Tools from Central China May Support Existence of True
Acheulean Techno-complex in East Asia
Current research on Large Cutting Tools (LCTs) in East Asia, mainly China and
South Korea, has provided some new interpretations for the “Acheulean” [stone
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tool manufacture characterized by distinctive oval and pear-shaped "hand-axes"
associated with early humans] in this region. Interpretations of the origins of
LCT industries in Asia differ. The LCT materials from the Danjiangkou Reservoir
Region recovered in new Palaeolithic field investigations from 2004 provide a
rare chance to decode the probable human behaviours in the Early Palaeolithic
of East Asia. (CAS)

***

Space

Service module of China's lunar orbiter enters moon's orbit
The service module of China's unmanned test lunar orbiter successfully
decelerated, allowing it to enter an 8-hour orbit on Sunday, according to the
Beijing Aerospace Control Center. (…) The orbiter is a test run for the final
chapter of China's three step lunar program -- orbiting, landing and returning.
(ChinaDaily)

***

People & Higher Education

All eyes on new reformer at pioneering Shenzhen campus
A former deputy chief of prestigious Peking University has been named the new
head of Shenzhen's Southern University of Science and Technology of China,
an institution pioneering a push to shed government control. Academic Chen
Shiyi, from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, took office on Wednesday,
months after Southern University founding president Zhu Qingshi retired. Zhu,
who headed the institute for five years, experimented with programmes aimed
at cutting red tape, which he believed stunted students' creativity and innovation.
(SCMP)

Clone scientist under graft probe suspended from academician title
The Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE) announced that it suspended the
renowned clone scientist Li Ning, arrested for swindling research funds [and he]
will likely be stripped of the title of academician.
Li, a professor at the Chinese University of Agriculture on genetic breeding and
cloning, was arrested in June for cheating state scientific research funds.
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The Supreme People’s Procuratorate confirmed in October that he was
suspected of embezzling 20 million yuan (3.26 million US dollars) by producing
false invoices and faking expenses. (People’s Daily)

Zong & Lagarias Win Levi L. Conant Prize
Peking University’s Zong Chuanming has become the first mathematician
working in China to win the Levi L. Conant Prize. Finding the most-efficient
packing arrangements for various objects has long occupied the attention of
people ranging from mathematicians to grocers—who want to stack their
oranges in as small a space as possible.
Unlike spheres, cubes can be packed with perfect efficiency, filling out space
without any gaps. More than 2,000 years ago, Aristotle conjectured that another
example of a space-filling figure is the regular tetrahedron, a four-sided object in
which each side is an equilateral triangle. It took 1,800 years for people to
realize that Aristotle had been wrong. Ever since then, mathematicians have
been searching for the most efficient ways to pack tetrahedra. (Asian Scientist
Magazine)

Top science prize honors computing research, findings
Research on the paradigm shift of computing won one of China's top science
prizes at the annual National Science Awards. The team, led by Zhang Yaoxue
-- president of Central South University and a professor with Tsinghua
University -- invented the concept of transparent computing. (Source: China
Daily)

“God forgot about me“: Father of pinyin turns 109

Zhou
Youguang
courtesy of Baidu)

(image

Born in Changzhou, Zhou Youguang – the father of pinyin - studied in Japan
and worked as an economist in New York City before returning to Shanghai
when the People’s Republic was established. In 1955, the Communist Party
placed Zhou at the head of a linguistic reform committee to increase literacy.
Zhou’s committee was charged with developing a romanization to represent the
pronunciation of Chinese characters. Pinyin was made the official romanization
in 1958. (The Nanfang)

***

Research Infrastructures

China Plans World's Largest Supercollider
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China's proposed supercollider will be twice the size of the Large Hadron
Collider or CERN in Switzerland that helped discover the Higgs Boson or the
God Particle in 2012. It will also serve as a symbol of the country's rise as a
global superpower by putting it at the forefront of scientific research.
A preliminary conceptual design for this cutting-edge particle physics laboratory
is now almost complete. China is four years ahead of their European
competition, CERN who also want to build the only other known super collider in
the world. The Unites States gave up plans to do it due to the high investment
needed. But even China's project –if all goes according to plan – will only be
completed in 2045. (CAS via CRI)

China to build fifth Antarctic research station
China is preparing to build its fifth research station in Antarctica, the Ministry of
Land and Resources said on its official website. China's icebreaking research
vessel Xuelong arrived at the waters near Victoria Land of Antarctica on Dec 26.
(Source: China Daily)

HKU Zhejiang Institute of Research And Innovation Opens
Three research laboratories will be set up under the University of Hong Kong
Zhejiang Institute of Research and Innovation. The University also signed a
memorandum of understanding with a number of high-tech companies in the
Science and Technology City for collaborations in R&D in the areas of Industrial
Internet-of-Things, Thermal Engineering, and Aerodynamics and Acoustics. In
the long run, the institute plans to establish two to three more research
laboratories in the fields of Chemistry and Biochemistry. (Asian Scientist
Magazine)

***

International S&T relations

China and Europe Will Team Up for Robotic Space Mission
China and Europe aim to launch a joint space-science mission by 2021. On
Monday (Jan. 19), the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and the European
Space Agency (ESA) issued a call for proposals for a robotic space mission that
the two organizations will develop jointly. The 2021 mission won't be ESA's first
collaboration with China, either. For instance, the European/Chinese Double
Star mission launched two satellites to Earth orbit in 2003 and 2004 to study the
planet's magnetosphere. Double Star remains operational today. (CAS via
Space.com)
The Joint Call can be accessed on ESA website.
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***
About EURAXESS Links China
EURAXESS Links China is a networking tool for European researchers active in
China and for Chinese researchers wishing to collaborate and/or pursue a
career in Europe. EURAXESS Links China provides information about research
in Europe, European research policy, opportunities for research funding, for EUChina and international collaboration and for trans-national mobility.
Membership is free.
Visit us at china.euraxess.org and Join the EURAXESS Links China community.
EURAXESS Links networks have thus far been launched in North America
(USA & Canada) Japan, China, India, the ASEAN hub (encompassing
Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and Indonesia) and Brazil.
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